Further test of third order + second-order perturbation DFT approach: hard core repulsive Yukawa fluid subjected to diverse external fields.
Grand canonical Monte Carlo simulation is used to investigate density profiles of hard-core repulsive Yukawa (HCRY) model fluid under the influence of various external fields and radial distribution function (RDF) of the bulk HCRY system. The aim of these extensive simulations is to provide exact data for purely repulsive interaction potential against which the validity of a third order + second-order perturbation DFT approach can be tested. It is found that a semiempirical parametrized bridge function due to Malijevsky and Labik performs very well for the RDF of the bulk HCRY fluid. Incorporation of a bulk second-order direct correlation function (DCF) of the HCRY fluid based on the Malijevsky-Labik bridge function into the third order + second-order perturbation DFT approach yields the resulting theoretical predictions for the density profiles of inhomogeneous HCRY fluid that are in a very good agreement with the simulation data, an exception being somewhat larger deviations appearing for the structure of the fluid around the center of a hard spherical cavity. Both theory and simulation predict layering transition and gas-liquid coexistence phenomena occurring with the HCRY model fluid under confined conditions. For the case of an inverse sixth-power repulsive potential under the influence of a flat stationary wall defined by an inverse twelfth-power repulsive potential, the present third order + second-order perturbation DFT approach is found to be superior to several existing weighted density approximations (WDA) and partitioned WDA.